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What is a social Entrepreneur?

sociAl EntrEprEnEurs
social entrepreneurs demonstrate a commitment to a big, new, bold idea and show communities, 
governments, and institutions that partnerships, collaborations, and creativity are contagious 
forces for change.

social entrepreneurs share qualities traditionally associated with leading business entrepreneurs 
—vision, innovation, determination, and long-term commitment—but are committed to systemic 
social change in their fields, leading by including all actors in society and changing the systems 
and patterns of society.

Social entrepreneurs find what is not working and solve the problem by changing the system, 
spreading the solution, and persuading entire communities and societies to join their vision.

identifying and solving large-scale social problems requires a social entrepreneur. only the 
entrepreneur has the committed vision and inexhaustible determination to persist until they 
have transformed an entire system.

AshokA
Ashoka elects emerging social entrepreneurs to an international fellowship of their peers. Ashoka 
Fellows have employed entrepreneurial qualities to change countless lives around the world:

Darell hammond founded kaBooM! to address the need for safe places to 
play in low-income neighborhoods in the united states, leveraging partnerships 
between local communities and corporations to organize, raise money, and 
volunteer time to build playgrounds.  kaBooM! constructed 750 playgrounds 
in its first 10 years, followed by another 4,000 in just three years after utilizing a 
web-based community organizing model.

nicole rycroft, founder of Canopy has kick-started a new industry effort to 
protect the world’s forests, species and climate by helping 650 book publishers, 
magazines, newspapers and printers become stewards of the globe’s remaining 
precious forests. By using alternative printing materials they have helped 
preserve more than 18 million trees and encouraged 11 countries to develop 
environmental publishing campaigns under canopy’s mentorship.

Ashok Rau launched the Freedom Foundation in Bangalore, india, to provide 
desperately needed services for people living with hiV/AiDs. today, his 
foundation has expanded its reach to 48 centers across four of the six states in 
India where HIV/AIDS is most prevalent, as well as Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, 
and five cities in Nigeria through partnerships with local citizen organizations 
and governments.
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